After paragraph 18:

Emergency situations resulting from Natural Disasters

19. Welcomes the efforts undertaken by the World Heritage Centre to implement the Strategy for Reducing Risks from Disasters at World Heritage Properties

20. Urges States Parties, in coordination with the World Heritage Centre, to give priority within international assistance in implementing emergency measures to mitigate significant damages resulting from natural disasters that are likely to affect the Outstanding Universal Value of World Heritage properties.

21. Encourages States Parties and other stakeholders to further strengthen international cooperation aiming at mitigating impacts of major natural disasters affecting World Heritage properties and reducing vulnerabilities on lives, properties and livelihoods.

19. Welcomes the efforts undertaken by the World Heritage Centre to implement the Strategy for Reducing Risks from Disasters at World Heritage Properties

20. Urges States Parties, in coordination with the World Heritage Centre, to give priority within international assistance in implementing emergency measures to mitigate significant damages resulting from natural disasters that are likely to affect the Outstanding Universal Value of World Heritage properties.

21. Encourages States Parties and other stakeholders to further strengthen international cooperation aiming at mitigating impacts of major natural disasters
affecting World Heritage properties and reducing vulnerabilities on lives, properties and livelihoods.

Amendment on the amendment proposed by Saint Kitts and Nevis for New Para 23:

“including especially holding the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and pursuing efforts to limit the global average temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels”

Amendment in paragraph 38:

“…of any planned large-scale development projects in their territories that may impact on the OUV of a property, even if the property concerned is situated on the territory of other States Parties…”